Operate  Instructions

[CCTBox]

Greetings
Congratulations for buying the CCTBox, the independent hard &
software solution, which allows you, to send your textmessages
secretly through the internet.
How does it work?
You write a text on the CCTBox and then you code it. The coded text
will be written on the included USBStick. Then you put the Stick in
your computer and send the coded message as a attachment with
your normal email to the receiver.
The email receiver save the attachment to his USBStick and put
the Stick in his CCTBox. Now he can decode the message and is able
to read its content.

Information
The CCTBoxes comes with two different identificationnumbers:
•

The FN (FamilyNumber)

•

The SN (SerialNumber)

Only devices with the same FN are able, to communicate together.
That means, that they have to belong to the same family. Always
remember this, if you wish to enlarge your privatemebernetwork by
adding more CCTBoxes to it.
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Content
Your CCTBox is delivered with following content:
1 x PowerSupply (100240 V~ / 2,5 A) incl. MultiAdapter
1 x CCTBox incl. 7“ Display
1 x Keyboard incl. Trackball
1 x USBStick 8GB incl. wrist strap
Montage
•

Connect the delivered keyboard with one USBPort of
the CCTBox (on the side).

•

Connect the PowerSupply with the USBPowerPort of
the CCTBox (on rearside, center, above).

•

Insert the delivered USBStick in one of the two USB
Ports served by the keyboard.

•

Insert the PowerSupply with the gridconnector in an
poweroutlet (check voltage outlet<=>PowerSupply).

Startup Process
The CCTBox will be initialized by switching on the powerswitch on
the cable and boot up automaticly to CCTSoft. This program will
managed your code and decode functions and also the data
transmission from and to the USBStick.
When CCTBox is ready, you will see the operatingsurface. Please
check first, if the USBIcon in the middle is switched „ON“ and its
LED is illuminated (blue light). If not, then the USBStick was not
recognized or is even not pluged in the USBPort. You can read
„OFF“ on the USBIcon and the LED stays dark, too. In this
situation, the CCTBox in not ready for operation!
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OperatingSurface
Codetext-Feld
Coded text is shown
here

Klartext-Feld
Decoded text or new
written text is shown
here

Status-Display
Last sytem-action is
shown here

System-Identification
Shows the system-type
like FN and SN
Switching-Board
Here you can find the
control-functions

USB-Icon
Indicator for correct
USB-Stick installation

Ends the CCTSoftware and shutdown the CCTBox.
Codes KlartextFeld to CodetextFeld.
Decode CodetextFeld to KlartextFeld.
Write content from CodetextFeld to USBStick.
Read content from USBStick to CodetextFeld.
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How to create a message
Click with the mouse or tip with your fingers in the „KlartextFeld“,
so that the fokus is set in this textbox. Now write down your
massage. To navigate use mouseclicks, the arrowbutton on your
keyboard, or the scrollbar on the right side.
How to code a message
Just click or tip on the button „Verschlüsseln“. The left „Klartextfeld“
will be deleted and the crypted textcode will appear in the right
„CodetextFeld“.
CodingSpeed (from Klartext to Codetext)
Page (framecontent)
1
2
3
5
10

Time (second)
3
6
8
18
53

How to save a coded message on an USBStick
This is done by clicking or tipping on the button „USB – Export“. If
the operation is finished, you will see a empty „CodetextFeld“. After
a short period (round about 5 sec.), you can remove the USBStick
from keyboard.
How to send a coded message with an email
To send coded message, just go to your email like normal. Insert the
USBStick with your coded message into your computer. Inside your
email click on attechment and navigate to your USBStick. Choose
the file „sesam.txt“ and upload it. Then send your email to the
receiver.
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How to decode a received message

If you have received a coded message from your privatenetwork,
download the attachment „sesam.txt“ to your computer. Copy the file
„sesam.txt“ to the delivered USBStick from the CCTBox. The
system will tell you, that „sesam.txt“ already exists. Choose
„override“ or „replace“ file and then OK. Log off the USBStick from
your computer and insert it into your CCTBox. Start the CCTBox.
After startup, you can see the operationsurface. Check if USBIcon
is „ON“ and the LED lights blue. Then click or tip with you fingers on
button „ USB – Import. The „CodetextFeld“ will be filled up with the
coded message. Finally you just click or tip on the button
„Entschlüsseln“. The clear, decoded text will appear in the left
textbox „KlartextFeld“. Now you can easily read the secret content.
DecodingSpeed (from Codetext to Klartext)
Page (framecontent)
1
2
3
5
10
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Time (second)
2
3
3
4
5

Important Details
The systemsecurity depends from several factors, which also
includes the owner‘s behaviour to the CCTBox:
•

Never give the CCTBox to persons, that you don‘t trust to 100%

•

Never give the CCTBox to persons, which would try to
„Disassembling“ the device or to do „SoftCracking“ to get the
encryptioncode.

•

Avoid to send the CCTBox over country borders, because it is
possible, that in case of border controls, customs authorities get
access to the device. With enough force of computerspeciallists,
they could be able to break the encryptioncode of the CCTBox.

•

Although the CCTBox has got an ethernetconnection possibility
(RJ45Port), please don‘t use it! That means never, ever connect
the CCTBox to the internet or any kind of other network
connections! Especially the „nonetworkrule“, also known as
„islandsystem“ is an important security fact of the CCTBox!

•

In case of a securitybreak of one CCTBox, only the networkgroup,
with the same FN will be effected.

•

Keep attention of the delivered USBStick. CCTBox will only work
exclusive with this Stick! You can copy and erase files on it, but do
not following things:
A) New format → USBStick unuseable for CCTBox!
B) Erase „sesam.txt“file → Could create possible errors!
C) Give Stick to untrusted persons → Maleware could be installed!
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